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Editor’s Note 

Dear Reader, 

The nation watched with bated breath as our respected Finance Minister, Nirmala            

Sitharamn unveiled perhaps the most consequential Union Budget in India’s economic           

history. The anticipation was not misplaced; the budget comes after a period of immense              

human misery that has further widened the already extant disparities and left the economy              

battered. Adequately so, the budget is novel in many aspects - be it the notion of the six                  

pillars or the lack of the cumbersome suitcase. Yet, the responses are mixed - the market is                 

exuberant with a section of the economy hailing the budgets’ expansive fiscal provisions             

that are likely to bolster the economy’s nascent recovery. At the same time, newspaper              

columns are rife with opinion pieces claiming that the ailing economy requires much more              

than what is listed.  

Amidst this commotion, another landmark document was tabled in the Parliament           

alongside the Union budget on 1st February this year - the 1st. Report of the Fifteenth                

Finance Commission chaired by Mr N.K. Singh. Article 280 of our Constitution provides             

for setting up of a Finance Commission at five years intervals to obviate any loopholes               

and discrepancies in revising of the union and states allocations. The Fifteenth Finance             

Commission report comes in a year late owing to the unusual macroeconomic backdrop.             

Inadvertently it has been relegated to the backdrop as the Union Budget 2021-22 is being               

swathed in the limelight. 

Against this backdrop of a tumultuous economic recovery period, the Economics           

Declassified brings to you a detailed analysis of the Union Budget 2021-22 and the              

Fifteenth Finance Commission Report. Our newsletter effaces the common practice of           

merely touching the surface by blatantly repeating the economic jargon present within            

these reports. We have strived to deliver a critique that decodes the underlying             

implications of the numerous provisions listed within these reports. We hope you find this              

initiative of value. 

Sincerely, 
Shreya Singh 
Editor, Econ Declassified 
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The Union Budget 2021-22 

Fiscal Expansion Provisions  

The Union Budget of 2021 is a bold, growth-centric and expansionary budget which pushes many               

right buttons. The fiscal deficit has been pushed to 9.5% of the GDP for FY21 with an aim of                   

6.8% for FY 22. This is a sharp aberration from the mandated 3% as per the FRBM Act, but the                    

plan is to bring the fiscal deficit down gradually by FY 2025-26. The budget has focused a lot on                   

the health sector, whose allocation increased by 137% from Rs.94,452 crore in 2020 to Rs.               

2,23,846 crore in 2021. Similarly, the infrastructure sector too received a higher than previous              

year quota. Both these sectors have high employment and output multipliers which combined with              

the increase in the Capital Expenditure, shows the government’s focus on improving            

medium-term growth trajectory. 

Capital Expenditure has increased from 1.6% of GDP in FY20 to 2.3% in FY21 and is estimated                 

to be 2.5% in FY22 as per the Budget Estimates. The Finance Commission has allowed a higher                 

fiscal deficit of 4% in the FY 2021-22 for all the states considered together. Additionally, a                

leeway of 0.5% of the GDP has been granted subject to certain constraints. For the MSMEs, the                 

allocation of Rs. 15,700 crore can help revive closed down units and job losses as it is now much                   

easier to borrow from financial institutions. The government has displayed a willingness to allow              

fiscal slippage in order to breathe life back into the economy and the overall response to this                 

decision has been a positive one. 

However, there definitely is a good reason to be cautious. For one, while the benefits of an                 

increased spending in infrastructure such as asset creation, purchasing power directly to the             

labourers and job creation cannot be denied, if these projects are not implemented in time, their                

viable benefits cannot be reaped. Secondly, the government has stacked up its debt in order to                

finance these expansionary operations. There is a need to be careful of a rise in interest rates and                  

inflation which is an economic fall-out of high borrowings. 

The Healthcare Sector 

The Union Budget of 2021-2022, which was unravelled by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman             

on February 1st this year was a much-awaited one as it came after our economy plunged into one                  
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of its deepest slumps, courtesy of a once in a century pandemic - The Covid-19. Hence all eyes                  

were on the health sector, eagerly awaiting to decode its allocations Another important facet of               

the budget is that it comes after public health professionals in the country had repeatedly voiced                

the need for greater healthcare expenditure. While the Government turned a deaf ear to it all these                 

years, the advent of the Coronavirus led to a realization. Although delayed, the budget saw a                

137% rise in the Government’s spending on the healthcare sector, with the total amounting to               

roughly 2.2 trillion Indian rupees. Additionally, a new scheme - the PM AtmaNirbhar Swasth              

Bharat Yojana was announced, which has been allotted a whooping sum of ₹64,180 crores over 6                

years in order to build on the existing healthcare systems, create new institutions and to support                

cures for new diseases.  

One of the downfalls    

about the budget was    

that it focussed   

mainly on the   

COVID-19 pandemic  

and reducing its   

ill-effects. This  

results in other major    

public health  

schemes receiving  

lower funds, which is    

a matter of concern.    

The budget  

allocation for the National Programme for Control of Blindness saw a 10% decrease compared to               

last year. Centrally Sponsored Family Welfare schemes that oversee the distribution of            

contraceptives to states saw a budget of Rs. 387.15 crore in 2021-2022, which is a 35% drop from                  

the previous year’s budget of Rs. 600 crore.  

Although the budget has a very holistic view of the healthcare system including nutrition, clean               

drinking water, sanitation, etc. public health bodies have voiced concerns about the overall health              

expenditure, especially that of family welfare. Family planning, including the health of mothers             

and children, should not be given a backseat while prioritizing the COVID-19 situation as that can                

have severe negative effects as their health is central to the future of the country and has no scope                   

for any trade-off. Lastly, although we see a rise in comparison to the FY 2020-2021 budget for the                  
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Ministry of Health, it is, in reality, a decrease when compared to the Revised Estimates that were                 

made for 2021. This can be seen with respect to the allocation to the Department of Health and                  

Family Welfare which is Rs. 71,269 crores, a 9.6% rise compared to the previous year, but still                 

less than the Revised Estimate of Rs. 78,886 crores. While the current spending on the healthcare                

sector is at 1.6% of the GDP, it is clear that in order to fulfil their goal of spending at least 2.5%                      

of the GDP on the same by 2025 (under the National Health Policy of India, 2017), the                 

Government needs to move ahead from meagre allocations.  

In conclusion, however, the overall increase in the healthcare sector budget and its holistic              

features have been a major step in the right direction for the Government. 

The Education Sector 

As with each sector, the Education Sector hoped to receive major boosts and reforms to battle the                 

unprecedented impact of the pandemic.  

This is the first Union Budget to be proposed after the announcement of the New Education                

Policy (NEP). A Higher Education Commission has been set up, with an “umbrella body” which               

will be a vehicle of standard-setting, accreditation, regulation, and funding.  

The Budget includes many positives, such as       

setting up 750 Eklavya Model Schools and 100        

Sainik schools, post-matric scholarships for 4      

crore Scheduled Caste Students, collaborations     

between countries such as the UAE and Japan        

for inter-training programmes, an increase in      

funds of Kendriya Vidyalaya Schools and the       

Mid Day Meal Scheme, and the introduction of        

a Central University Leh. 

However, the apparent education catastrophe     

which existed even before the pandemic has       

been amplified further with The Budget      

proposed for the year 2021-22, resulting in a 6% cut for the education sector. This comes at a time                   

when the student faction is deeply impacted by the unrelenting pandemic, with schools closed for               

almost a year, and a learning gap that is only growing. The Economic Survey of 2021 has reported                  
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that spending on education as a percentage of GDP stagnated at only 2.6% when ideally, 6% of                 

GDP must be allocated towards education. 

The Budget called for the qualitative strengthening of 15,000 schools across India. However,             

delving deeper we see that this accounts for only 1% of total schools. The budget for the National                  

Scheme for Incentive to Girls for Secondary education has been cut by 100 crores, despite the                

NEP’s call for gender inclusion. 

Ministry officials have “rationalised” their cuts in the education sector budget by claiming it will               

not impact higher education institutions, which will be funded directly from the National             

Research Foundation. 

The biggest concern stems from the fact that schools continue to remain closed and the learning                

gap continues to grow, especially in rural India. This pandemic has pushed several families into               

poverty, hence, it is the responsibility of the Nation to facilitate their education at subsidised rates                

by providing necessary infrastructure and training programmes, for strengthening the          

formalization of online education. 

Privatisation and Disinvestment 

The finance minister’s speech in relation to the provisions of privatisation and disinvestment             

marked a significant divulge from the Indian antecedents which have always considered the term              

‘Privatisation’ a taboo. With respect to      

disinvestment, the government has identified     

four key sectors, barring which the government       

will divest all other public sector units in the         

leftover sectors. This is in line with the        

budget’s principle of minimum government     

and maximum governance. In addition, the      

budget also announced taking up the      

privatisation of two public sector banks apart       

from the IDBI Bank and one general insurance        

company in the upcoming fiscal year. 

This move is likely to result in a robust infusion of private capital, technology and management.                

While the market has hailed this move as is evident from the buoyed sentiments, concerns are also                 
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arising with respect to the government’s clear policy shift from the notion of ideal albeit               

redundant welfare state.  

Tax Slabs  

Belying huge expectations, no changes in income tax slabs or rates were proposed. Nor has the                

Union Budget 2021 introduced any additional tax exemptions or deductions. The standard            

deduction for salaried persons and pensioners also remains the same as before. Thankfully, the              

rumours of a Covid-19 cess or a higher surcharge remained just that. 

Even though the Government left direct taxes unchanged, it took steps to ease compliance for               

taxpayers. 

The Budget has provided relief to senior citizens in the filing of I-T returns; reduced the time limit                  

for I-T proceedings; announced the setting-up of a Dispute Resolution Committee and faceless             

Income Tax Appellate Tribunal proceedings; provided relaxations for Non-Resident Indians          

(NRI); offered an increase in the exemption limit from audit; accounted for relief for dividend               

income. 

However, there’s a bit of bad news too. Interest earned on the additional amount of annual                

provident fund contributions above 2.5 lakhs will be taxed. A similar change in the taxation of                

ULIP (Unit-Linked Insurance Plans) makes it no longer fit to be used as a tax-saving instrument if                 

the annual premium amount is above 2.5 lakhs. This is slated to have a huge impact on                 

higher-income groups, so it could be seen as a measure to reduce the widening income disparity. 

Although the government had announced     

multiple midsized packages during the     

pandemic to revive domestic demand, the issue       

of consumption has been a major problem even        

prior to the pandemic. Therefore, the personal       

income tax could have been reduced as a step         

towards boosting disposable income.    

Moreover, income disparities are increasing.     

Governments must realise that widening     

income inequality is readily becoming     

impediments for economic growth. 

https://www.indiatoday.in/business/budget-2021/story/union-budget-2021-no-change-tax-slabs-but-some-relief-here-are-key-changes-1764851-2021-02-01
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Nevertheless, the status quo on tax rates is also a big relief to the taxpayers as their tax outgo does                    

not increase. This also shows that the government is somewhat committed to a long-term low               

tax-rate regime and provides certainty on the broad tax policy framework. Administrative reforms             

such as faceless assessment at Tax Tribunal Level, reduction in the time period for the reopening                

of tax assessments and further impetus to digital transactions are all good moves to boost               

compliance and reduce tax evasions in order to help India gain further on ease of doing business.  

Bad Banks and the Development Financial Institutions  

As per the latest financial stability report of the reserve bank of India, bad loans in the Indian                  

banking system could rise to 13.5% by September 2021. This is a sharp increase considering that                

just 2 years ago it was 7.5%.  

Due to such troubling numbers, it was announced that an asset reconstruction company/ asset              

management company (ARC/AMC) — popularly     

known as a “bad bank” — would be set up. 

A bad bank is essentially a financial institution        

that takes over the non-performing assets (NPA)       

of the commercial banks at a discounted price.        

The bad bank would then manage these NPA’s        

and then recover the money over a period of time. 

This is extremely beneficial to the banks as taking         

over the bad loans reduces the provisioning requirements and enhances the ability of the banks to                

lend to the productive sectors of the economy. 

When it comes to the funding required, it is expected to be set up in a way such that, the private                     

and the public sector banks put together the initial capital required. This indicates that the               

government will not have a direct stake in the structure. 

Many experts believe that setting up a bad bank is a step in the right direction but it is yet to be                      

seen whether it solves the ongoing financial crisis. 

The Development Financial Institutions  

In the modern scenario where the banks are becoming more and more hesitant to give out loans                 

due to the increase in the number of NPA’s, the government feels the need to set up a                  
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Development Financial Institution (DFI). The government proposes Rs 20,000 crore to capitalise            

this institution and aims to have a lending portfolio of at least Rs 5 lakh crore in three years. 

The proposed DFI will be used to finance social and economic infrastructure projects identified              

under the National Infrastructure Pipeline (NIP), which has expanded to over 7,400 projects 

Since the original DFI’s like ICICI and IDBI were converted into universal banks to get access to                 

public deposits, it has become increasingly difficult for banks to finance long-gestation projects.             

Thus, a need has been felt to set up a government-backed DFI.  

FDI and LIC  

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is an investment made by a company or an individual in one                

country into business interests located in another country. The Union Budget of 2021 is one of the                 

most crucial ones, considering the massive efforts required to bolster the economy after the year               

of COVID-19. Keeping this in mind, the government was expected to aim to attract more               

investments in the country. 

The history of increasing Foreign Direct      

Investment in the Insurance sector in      

India has been tedious and tumultuous.      

In 2012, the government granted approval      

for the increase of the FDI limit in the         

insurance sector in India from the 26% to        

49%. This year, the Foreign Direct      

Investment (FDI) limit in insurance was      

increased from 49% to 74%.  

A further opening up of the insurance       

sector to foreign players could help lower       

policy rates across the board, helping      

more people afford basic insurance plans.      

Overall the move is seen as a welcome one with one of the prominent global rating agencies,                 

Moody, lauding the government's decision to hike the limit on foreign direct investment (FDI) in               

Indian insurance companies. 
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The highly-anticipated IPO of LIC, India's largest life insurance company, will also commence in              

2021-22, said the Finance Minister of India. 

This budget certainly stands as a landmark in the Indian Insurance Sector’s discourse. 
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The Fifteenth Finance Commission Report 

Tax Devolution measures  

One of the primary goals of the Finance Commission is to suggest an efficient distribution of the                 

tax-pool between the union and the state governments. The 15th FC has recommended a vertical               

devolution of 41% from the year 2021-22 to 2025-26. This means that 41% of the net proceeds of                  

taxes collected by the union government are to be distributed among the states. This proposition               

has varied only by 1% compared to the 42% figure suggested by the 14th Finance commission.                

The motive of this negligible percentage change is to maintain predictability and stability of              

resources, especially amidst the uncertainty caused by the pandemic. And the cause of this              

aforementioned unit variation is the changed status of Jammu and Kashmir into union territories              

under the central government. 

The horizontal devolution, which is the allocation of tax revenues among the states themselves, is               

based on a given set of parameters like: 

➔  Population and Area- of the state is taken into consideration for equitable distribution 

➔ Income distance -is the distance/difference between the state’s incomes from the state with             

the highest income. (Decreased from 50% to 45%) 

➔ Forest and Ecology- is the share of a dense forest of each state in the aggregate dense                 

forest of all the states. (Increased from 7.5% to 10%) 

➔ Tax effort- is a parameter used to reward states which have shown to have higher tax                

collection efficiency. (Newly introduced at 2.5%). 

➔ Demographic Performance: This criterion was introduced to reward the efforts made by            

the states in controlling their population. 

One of the biggest points of contention for the 15th          

FC was the use of the 2011 census, as ordered by           

the president, instead of the 1971 census for its         

recommendations. This created a problem for the       

states that had lowered their fertility rate and saw a          

decline in their overall population. The decision       

would have penalized the States that did better in         
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managing their demographics, i.e. states that were successful in achieving a replacement fertility             

rate. Consequently, the southern states of Kerala, Karnataka, and Andhra Pradesh feared losing a              

significant portion of their share in tax transfers. However, the issue was considerably resolved by               

assigning a 12.5% weightage for demographic performance (which is the inverse of fertility rate)              

and a consequent decline in weightage given to population from 27.5% to 15%. 

Recommendations on Fiscal Roadmap 

Improvement in public spending and effective financial management is imperative for           

strengthening the Indian economy. While delineating the vision for the future financial framework             

in India, the report is focused on three main areas namely fiscal rules, public financial               

management and fiscal institutions. 

Drawing references from international examples, the proposed overhaul regarding fiscal rules in            

the country deals with refinement of the extant regulations. The report has addressed the need to                

understand the implementation challenges in the country and provided an insight into improving             

the same. One of the important highlights is the advocacy for mitigation of issues about financial                

resources as a result of the lack of consensus between the Union and the state & local                 

governments. The potential change in regulation has the goal of financial sustainability at the              

forefront. 

The reforms in public financial management are encouraged through - 

➔ Enhancement of fiscal discipline  

➔ Adoption of strategic budgeting and planning  

➔ Rise in operational efficiency  

➔ Increase in accountability and transparency 

The recommendations of medium-term fiscal policy, integration of performance and          

programme-based information in the budgeting process are necessary steps towards better           

financial allocation at both the Union and state-level governments. Steps inculcating transparency            

in the sector via the publication of methodology and data used for fiscal forecasts, projections of                

macroeconomic variables, policy statements, mid-year reviews and timeline-based audited         

financial reporting can have direct impacts on the accountability and improve the efficiency in the               

fiscal financial pathway. 
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In the modifications in financial institutional structure, the report suggests the formation of a              

‘Fiscal Council’ which can be an advisory body to the government and monitor the progress of                

existing fiscal policies and programmes in the nation. Though there is not much description of the                

structure of this proposed council, the notion of an independent body to assess and analyse the                

fiscal financial sector is very strongly put forth. 

To conclude, the report has addressed different areas of fiscal architecture in India, concentrated              

on institutional reforms and sustainable financial management. 

GST Implementation  

The Goods and Services Tax (GST) accounts for 35% of the gross tax revenue of the union and                  

44% of that of the States. The gross GST revenue to GDP ratio for 2019-20 has been 5.9%. For                   

the financial year 2020-21, the GST revenue collection amounted to RS.11.93 lakh crore, which is               

2.3% more than that of the previous fiscal year. While the domestic GST collection grew in the                 

past year by around 7.7%, The IGST on imports has been growing at a negative rate; one of the                   

factors for the low buoyancy of only 0.3%. 

In terms of implementation, the indirect taxes of the          

Union Government have reduced to 4.31% of the        

GDP (excluding GST compensation cess), and while       

there have been efforts to mitigate this with marginal         

increases an indirect tax, the gross tax revenue has         

dropped by about 1.7% points of the GDP since its          

implementation in the year 2016-17. Unless cohesive       

measures are taken towards solving this, the fiscal        

health of the union could be impacted in the medium          

term, as the Union government already bears the burden of any shortfalls in the 14% revenue                

growth rate promised to State Governments under the GST law. 

Inflation and economic slowdown have obstructed the GDP from following the predicted growth             

rates, drawing significant scepticism over the 14% assured revenue growth rates, which came at              

the cost of reduction of significant fiscal autonomy of the States. In this inability to successfully                

translate a law that had been stuck in the political pipeline for so many years into reality, lies the                   

primary criticism of the implementation of GST. The Union Government seems to have put itself               

in a difficult position with its guarantee of parity in the growth of revenue collection across states.  
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Though it has been argued that we are yet to observe the full impact of the GST law, the disparity                    

of its impact States, as well as generally disappointing revenue trends, have compelled the XV               

Finance Commission to recommend the need for identification of underlying issues and correction             

of the very structure of GST implementation. The report sheds light on the inherent exigencies of                

the states’ continued reliance on the central government for compensation. The foremost            

suggestion is that the structural implications for low consumption states in India such as              

Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Odisha ought to be reconsidered.  
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